


The STEAM project 

The project aims to design, develop, implement 
and evaluate a serious game for helping teachers 
to experience and understand multimodal 
teaching. 





What is multimodality? 

Multiple modes such as 
print, audio/visual images 

haptics and gestures 

Communication 
and 

representation

Meaning-making



Why making a game for experiencing 
multimodal teaching? 

interactive and contextual learning

shifting from linear content to multi-purposeful content 

Fun and playful
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Game’s objectives, scenarios and outcomes

Manzalab, (2019)



Flow and scenario objective example 

Manzalab, (2019)



Core Game Mechanics: dialogues



Core Game Mechanics: Multimodal cards



Feedback and progress indicators: 
Engagement and Learning levels 



Feedback and Progress Indicators: Library 



Game Usability Evaluation: Data collection
STEAM Game Evaluation V.1

N=22 Teachers from Denmark, Finland and Germany 

Game usability and awareness on multimodality 

Usability, multimodality awareness and 
recommendations for technical and multimodal teaching 

STEAM Game Evaluation V.2

N=30 Teachers from Denmark, Finland and Germany, 

Final game Usability and awareness on multimodality 

Findings on usability, multimodality awareness and 
recommendations for school uptake  





Demographics 

AFBB
9

SEDU
11

VUC Storstrøm
10

Total 
30

Total number of participants

AFBB SEDU VUC Storstrøm Total



Level of familiarity in using games for learning



Played the 1st game version



Game usability 

Game v.2 Game v.1

‘completely’ n=19, ‘somewhat’ n=11 ‘completely’ n=8, ‘somewhat’ n=12, ‘not at all’ n=2 



Interactions with the dialogue game mechanic

Game v.2 Game v.1

‘completely natural ’ n=7, ‘ borderline’ n=19, ‘artificial’ n=6 ‘completely natural ’ n=1, ‘ borderline’ n=12, ‘artificial’ n=6 



Game v.2 Game v.1

‘completely ’ n=10, ‘ somewhat’ n=17, ‘not at all’ n=5 ‘completely’ n=2, ‘ somewhat’ n=16, ‘not at all’ n=2 

Library cards and combinations screen



Visual display quality 

Game v.2 Game v.1

‘not at all ’ n=21, ‘ somewhat’ n=11, ‘prevented’ n=0 ‘not at all ’ n=10, ‘ somewhat’ n=10, ‘prevented n=2 



Game objectives 

Game v.2 Game v.1

‘completely ’ n=14, ‘ somewhat’ n=17, ‘not at all’ n=1 ‘completely ’ n=5, ‘ somewhat’ n=17, ‘not at all’ n=1 



Game v.2 Game v.1

‘helpful ’ n=19,  (scales 9-6) 
’somewhat helpful n=13 (scales 5-2)

Feedback after responding to a question

‘helpful ’ n=10,  (scales 7-6) 
’somewhat helpful n=12 (scales 5-2)



Awareness on teaching multimodality through STEAM

Learning diversity for 
increasing engagement 

and motivation

Initiating discussions and 
debates

Teaching strategies 

Lectures, slideshows, 
videos, writing 

assignments

Tools

Classroom with extending 
activities at home, school, 

library

Category 1

Location

Developing senses for 
attaining deeper 

understanding of the 
subject topic

Category 2

Increase attention and 
focus for explaining ideas 

and understandings 

Teaching strategies 

visual (videos) and audio 
files (podcasts), blogs, 3D 

applications

Tools

Classroom with visits from 
professionals giving 

insights about a complex 
topic

Location

Students into the design of 
teaching for hands-on 

learning 

Category 3

Design/applied-based 
strategies for co-

developing learning 
activities with students

Teaching strategies

Video creation and editing, 
3D modelling & 3D printing 

Tools

Classroom with field-trips, 
visits to companies, public 

spaces

Location

Supporting autonomy & 
self-direction through 
collaborative projects

Category 4

Inquiry, collaboration, 
problem, research, project, 

peer-assessment -based

Teaching strategies

3D printing, posing a 
question, blogs as peer-

assessment tools

Tools

out-of-class learning 
(museums, nature, city) for 

context-specific learning

Location



The STEAM framework: experiencing in-game multimodal 
teaching and learning

Category 1
Diverse learning choices

Debates, knowledge 
retention

Classroom-based 

Category 2
Sensual, deep  
understanding

Classroom-based (experts 
visits) 

Category 3
applied-based, skill 

development
blending formal with 

informal 

Category 4
Collaboration, group work, 

project cycle, self-
assessment

Context-aware



Thank you


